
My Labour Party Experience by Tyler Hawkins 

 

With the general election finally finished, there will be, as there always is 

following a general election, a surge in membership for every party across the 

political spectrum. But one problem which plagues all of the political parties is 

how to keep these people engaged in politics and be the future of the party. 

Their reasons for joining are varied as are their reasons for staying but I would 

like to share my experience with the Labour Party and the journey I personally 

have taken from being the vaguely interested 14 year old I was, to the 

passionate 19 year old member I am today. 

 

My journey into politics started like many people, just after a general election. 

The 2010 general election was the first time I’d really paid any attention to the 

world of politics and I found it captivating. The issues they were debating were 

issues which affected the entire nation and everyone in it. I appreciated the 

importance of politics very early on. But from that I saw the first television 

debate between then Prime Minister Gordon Brown, David Cameron and Nick 

Clegg. As I watched that debate, I saw which party appealed to me the most. 

David Cameron’s ideas and visions seemed to go against what I believed in, his 

vision wasn’t one I sympathised with and Nick Clegg sounded too good to be 

true. With the Lib Dems being a smaller party too, I didn’t believe they’d be 

able to deliver the things they were saying. But then I heard Gordon Brown 

speak and his vision and ideas really spoke to me and I completely agreed with 

the points he was trying to make. But I believe he struggled to convey them 

powerfully with charisma to sell the Labour Party’s  ideals to the general public 

and in the end, in my opinion, the wrong guy with the wrong principles got 

elected. 

 

And so after the general election had finished and the man I didn’t want to win 

did, I decided that I should back the party which appealed to me the most. The 

Labour Party. Why? Because the ideals and principles which the Labour party 

was founded upon: equality, justice, fairness, helping the poorest in our 

society,: these were the ideas which I agreed with most. But even then, I didn’t 

truly understand what it meant to be a member of the Labour Party, what it 

involved and how I could get involved. To be honest, I didn’t fully appreciate 

what I’d let myself in for.  



 

I went along to one of the Huddersfield GMC for the first time and listened to 

plenty of discussion and a speech from Barry and I discovered that a lot of it 

was going over my head. I realised just how little I knew. But there I met the 

now former leader of Kirklees Council Mehboob Khan and he invited me along 

to do some canvassing in Dalton after a senior councillor had lost his seat then 

just won it back in a by-election called Peter McBride. This became a routine 

thing; every Saturday, going out and door knocking different areas of Dalton 

whilst I stood beside and watched other people like Peter and Cliff Preest and 

Barbara Jones knock on doors and talk to people about any problems they 

have relating to the council (and sometimes the country as a whole). The more 

I went out, the more I felt involved in something, a part of something and the 

more my interest grew. I started going out of my way to research the socialist 

ideals, look at practical issues and discovering what I believed in. People like 

Peter were constantly challenging my ideas and opinions. I knew what I 

believed in, but I was being pushed to think about why I believed in them and 

why I agree with them. All of this whilst doing my exams at school. 

 

And then it came to my first local election. Cliff was standing and if I wasn’t at 

school, revising or sleeping, I was out leafleting or helping with canvassing. And 

the whole election experience became something I really enjoyed. The work 

and the effort involved and it all paid off with Cliff winning his seat. This 

routine of door knocking every Saturday continued and the year after Naheed 

Mather was elected as councillor. Within 4 years, what was once a Labour/Lib 

Dem battleground had become a Labour stronghold and I had being a part of 

that change. I felt like I contributed to that change, that victory in Dalton. And 

that feeling only grew stronger with every weekend we were out. It really 

engaged me in the real life issues which people had and how councillors dealt 

with these issues differently.  

 

While all this was going in, people like Peter McBride educated me and 

mentored me: challenging my views and opinions; making me ask the 

questions of, “ What do I really think?”   “What do I really believe?” Sometimes 

they have changed my opinions, sometimes they reinforced them. But they 

always made me more convicted in my beliefs and opinions. Whereas before I 

simply believed things, I now understood why I believed them and was able to 

justify my beliefs.  It was a level of political education which, at school, I never 



had received and now I feel I am able to contribute to debate and discussion 

much better than I ever have before. It also gave me the confidence to fight for 

my opinions because I believed they were right and that translated onto the 

doorstep as well as I started to actively door knock myself.  

 

That discussion after a while, didn’t become just a Labour Party thing, it 

became a social thing. People were no longer councillors or Labour Party 

members to me, they became friends and colleagues. I didn’t feel like I did at 

the start: an outsider and out of my depth. Now I feel much more comfortable 

and confident to voice my views and opinions and that I’m among people who, 

may not necessarily agree with my views, but understand them and ultimately 

understand me. 

 

Ghandi once said, “Be the change you seek in the world” and I believe that’s 

what people who join a political party (including myself) set out to be. For me, 

since joining the Labour party, I have been on a very personal journey, being a 

part of change and developing my ideals, developing who I am as a person. The 

question commonly asked by the local party is how we get young people 

interested in politics. Education is a fundamental part of that, knowing how 

politics affects everyone. But the truth is that the national party, our leaders, 

our MPs are much better placed to get young people initially interested in 

politics than we as a local party are. But turning them from interested 

members into passionate members is the thing we can do best.  

 

So when members ask how we keep new members active, what we give them, 

I think about what the Labour Party and the members within it, who I’ve come 

to consider friends, have given me. Conviction, confidence, passion, 

understanding, being a part of something in my local area, being a part of the 

change I seek in the world. These are the things the Labour party has given me, 

members have given me through the simplest of actions like door knocking, 

discussion and debate and I believe that being part of a team and learning and 

developing with that team and having these discussions and debates on a 

personal level is the ultimate key to remaining a long standing member of the 

party. 


